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Gregory Hanis
 on mobile

See Older Messages…

Gregory Hanis 

Yesterday at 9:01 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
sup
got a question
Yesterday at 9:03 AM

Gregory Hanis 
Go for it
Yesterday at 9:03 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
first the old sub7 romanian shit, like bug mafia and muie
i thought u were greek
Yesterday at 9:04 AM

Gregory Hanis 
I am
Yesterday at 9:05 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
so where di the romanian shit come from
Yesterday at 9:05 AM

Gregory Hanis 
I have to pull it up I have it here what you talking about
I just woke up
Yesterday at 9:06 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
who was the other coder
Yesterday at 9:06 AM

Gregory Hanis 
I don’t understand the question.. no one else. Some code snippets I got from places online from other stuff
that I piece together
Yesterday at 9:07 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
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" 
Q: What does M.U.I.E stand for? top 
A: "Mostly Used for Internet Entertainment". M.U.I.E is the code name for SubSeven 2.1.3. [MUIE also means
something nasty in romanian]"
Yesterday at 9:08 AM

Will Genovese 
SubSeven version 2.1.5 Legends 
coded by mobman 
- anniversary edition - 
february 28, 2003 
like always, respect to B.U.G. Mafia "de ziua ta gabore, in dar ti-am adus bombele, si mai zambeste gabore,
ca ti-or explodat coaiele" B.U.G. Mafia - Moarte pentru moarte
Yesterday at 9:09 AM

Will Genovese 
so there was a romanian dude in the mix
Yesterday at 9:11 AM

Gregory Hanis 
Muir
Muie
The dots
That is myth made up stuff Romain not sure why everyone thinks it
Yesterday at 9:13 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
because it was in the client and it was posted on the site
and the dude who was in irc as 'mobman' was euro
Yesterday at 9:14 AM

Gregory Hanis 
Naaa
IRC is still up
U ever use it still?
I don’t have time oh
U hear I having a baby girl
I’m be daddy mob
Yesterday at 9:21 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
yea i heard, u and celeste
Yesterday at 9:22 AM

Gregory Hanis 
Yup
How u doing with your life
Woman
Yesterday at 9:22 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
its just i have all these memories of sub7 and talking to you in irc back then and you dont remember the shit i
remember
Yesterday at 9:22 AM
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Gregory Hanis 
I remember different things about different stuff
But it sucks sorry I not sure what you talkin about
I do know the mule stuff
Yesterday at 9:23 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
you remember FC? you remember harddrivekiller pro? you remember bug mafia, you remember doomdead?
Yesterday at 9:24 AM

Gregory Hanis 
Muie
Yes fc
In fact I found a couple of those guys again not to long ago on some forum
On ax0nes
Or somewhit
Yesterday at 9:25 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
and read101
Yesterday at 9:25 AM

Gregory Hanis 
Yeah he was there
We spoke
Yesterday at 9:26 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
http://www.illmob.org/subseven-fails/

Yesterday at 9:26 AM

ILLMOB.ORG
SubSeven Fails
The new version of SubSeven v2.3 was released. It takes fail to a whole new level. Upon first examination the …

Gregory Hanis 
I still think he retarded dipshit
Yesterday at 9:26 AM · Sent from Messenger

Gregory Hanis 
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Yesterday at 9:27 AM · Sent from Messenger

Gregory Hanis 
Haha my phone blocked yo shit
Yesterday at 9:27 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
get a new iphone
Yesterday at 9:27 AM

Gregory Hanis 
I got around it relax
Yesterday at 9:28 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
TaUnE, S_A_R_G_E, HeLLfiReZ, 
Visine (Tzuica), exona, amy, georgia 
- greets also to: - 
VladyLama, ThinIce, X, A_x_L, Chezz, moss, fc, Ganja51, 
CorpsegrindeR, Mr.Q, Baiony, swamp rat, SubZ, doomdead, 
and all the sub7 fans for all their support!
Yesterday at 9:29 AM

Gregory Hanis 
Wow
Sarge was some old dude
Half these guys played counter strike
Idk who Amy is
Or Georgia
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Yesterday at 9:31 AM · Sent from Messenger

Gregory Hanis 
Don’t remember
Yesterday at 9:31 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
what about subz or doomdead
Yesterday at 9:31 AM

Gregory Hanis 
Forum was subs
Subz
He was on forums
Yesterday at 9:32 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
robert phelps is his name
rob platt is doomdead
Yesterday at 9:32 AM

Gregory Hanis 
How u know
Yesterday at 9:32 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
i jacked everyone
Yesterday at 9:32 AM

Gregory Hanis 
Lol
From where
A forum?
Yesterday at 9:33 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
0days
so why was the romanian sutff in the code and grreets
Yesterday at 9:34 AM

Gregory Hanis 
Fuck if I know why I did shit
Why you do something when u was a kid
Tassels I bike
Yesterday at 9:35 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
why would you listen to romanian rap
Yesterday at 9:35 AM

Gregory Hanis 
Maybe I was into that shit
I started to like trap music not long ago
I just do shit
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Yesterday at 9:36 AM · Sent from Messenger

Gregory Hanis 
When I say not long ago I mean 7 years haha
Yesterday at 9:36 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
im trying to fill in a timeline
there was a time you werent there online and someone was
do you remember hd drive killer in code for a certain icq number
like when you had those arrests in early 2k's and were kicked out etc , was there another dudecoding too,
also do you remember hellfirez
Yesterday at 9:42 AM

Gregory Hanis 
Yes I remember the icq
Yes I remember hello
Yesterday at 9:43 AM · Sent from Messenger

Gregory Hanis 
Hello
Grrr
Hellz
Autocorrect sorry
And sexy romainain chicks
Yesterday at 9:44 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
who was the hd killer for
Yesterday at 9:44 AM

Gregory Hanis 
Do you know a girl named Elida
Yesterday at 9:48 AM · Sent from Messenger

Gregory Hanis 
Eli
Yesterday at 9:48 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
no
Yesterday at 9:49 AM

Gregory Hanis 
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Yesterday at 9:50 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
waht about her
Yesterday at 9:50 AM

Gregory Hanis 
I wanted to nuke her Pc
Linked to her icq
She still a nut job to this day and contacts me all the fucking time
Yesterday at 9:54 AM · Sent from Messenger

Gregory Hanis 
Keeps popin out of nowhere
Oh Gotmilkfoo
One her handles
Yesterday at 9:55 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
how did you know her
and why would she use sub7
Yesterday at 9:56 AM

Gregory Hanis 
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Yesterday at 9:56 AM · Sent from Messenger

Gregory Hanis 

Yesterday at 9:56 AM · Sent from Messenger
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Gregory Hanis 
It’s annoying
Idk she a wackadoodle
Lol
How much u know about the master password
Street made a book with it in it
Was gonna ask him about it
Yesterday at 9:59 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
like i said i know alot about it, used it for a few years
Yesterday at 10:01 AM

Will Genovese 
my first cybercrime arrest was because of it
Yesterday at 10:01 AM

Gregory Hanis 
Probably used it more than me
Yesterday at 10:03 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
like even morning_wodo said he went into the irc a few years ago and who was on mobman nick
remembered him
Yesterday at 10:04 AM

Gregory Hanis 
Yeah I was on
Found a few peeps
Idk wood
Yesterday at 10:05 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
what about codecorrupted
Yesterday at 10:05 AM

Gregory Hanis 
Kool name
Doesn’t ring a bell
He a troll too
Where was code at
Yesterday at 10:06 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
no these were all the people in #sub7 channel on irc.euyulio.org
i thoguht hard drive killer pro for that icq was for shawn hamilton
?
Yesterday at 10:20 AM

Will Genovese 
https://rstforums.com/forum/topic/50819-rst-yahoo-mail-scanner/%3Fpage%3D6&prev=search

RSTFORUMS.COM
[RST] Yahoo Mail Scanner
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that forum is romanian
mobman on there has same birthday
Yesterday at 10:33 AM

Salutare baieti. Din dorinta de a ma familiariza cu un mediu de programare, am facut o mica aplicatie: Aplicatia…

Gregory Hanis 
I remember that forum
Rat
Rst
Yesterday at 10:35 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
so you can speak romanian?
Yesterday at 10:36 AM

Gregory Hanis 
Not sure if I posted anything
Maybe one thing
Yesterday at 10:36 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
well theres 3 things that are romanian, that forum, the bug mafia, and the m.u.i.e.
Yesterday at 10:36 AM

Gregory Hanis 
I can read anything in context
Yesterday at 10:37 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
yea anyone can translate but again , in the sub7 client it had the bug mafia shit in the client
greetz etc
Yesterday at 10:40 AM

Gregory Hanis 
Yeah I know greets
Yesterday at 10:40 AM · Sent from Messenger

Gregory Hanis 
A
Grerrr greetz
Yesterday at 10:40 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
yea so why would you write bug mafia inside the sub7 client
Yesterday at 10:41 AM

Gregory Hanis 
Fuck if I know
I was into a lot of bad shit
Maybe I was trying to impress a group
Yesterday at 10:44 AM · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
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Write a message...

ok im gonna add you to a fb group chat with some old schooler
Yesterday at 10:45 AM

Will Genovese 
we're trying to figure this out
Yesterday at 10:45 AM

Gregory Hanis 
Hey
7 hours ago · Sent from Messenger

Gregory Hanis 
Not dodging ya been busy 
Went to office and grabbed laptop
7 hours ago · Sent from Messenger

Gregory Hanis 
Not on it I think I moved it to my external drive due to space/cleaning up which is also at the office
I’ll stop in tomorrow again and grab it
Heading to shoot pool now I’m in a league
7 hours ago · Sent from Messenger

Will Genovese 
stop by office on way home
5 hours ago
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